**Artist Talks | Semester 2 2014 | 12.15 - 1.00pm**

**Nicholas Folland**  
Thursday 14 August  
Level 2 Lecture Room  
Nicholas Folland talks about recent work on show during the 2014 SALA Festival

**Gillian Brown**  
Thursday 2 October  
Level 2 Lecture Room  
Gillian Brown, Curator, Anne & Gordon Samstag Museum of Art talks about Samstag Scholarships

**Godwin Bradbeer**  
Friday 29 August | 6 - 7pm  
Level 2 Lecture Room  
Godwin Bradbeer talks about his drawing practice and the development of his work in *Parallelo*

**Aida Tomescu**  
Thursday 16 October  
Level 2 Lecture Room  
Aida Tomescu talks about her painting practice

**Annalise Rees**  
Thursday 4 September  
Level 2 Lecture Room  
Annalise Rees talks about her PhD research and her work in *Drawing Month*

**Anna Horne**  
Thursday 30 October  
Level 2 Lecture Room  
Recent graduate Anna Horne talks about the development of her practice

**Christopher Orchard**  
Thursday 11 September  
Adelaide Central Gallery  
Christopher Orchard talks about the development of his practice and the selection of works in *Parallelo*

**Sally Parnis**  
Thursday 13 November  
Level 2 Lecture Room  
Sally Parnis talks about her exhibition *New Work* at Hill Smith Gallery, 1 - 22 November

Please note venue for each talk i.e. either Adelaide Central Gallery, or Level 2 Lecture Room in the Teaching and Studio Building  
*Please note all artist talks are 12.15 - 1pm unless otherwise specified*